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Using our unique knowledge of
the transport industry and the
technologies available, it is our
mission to transform the transport
industry from being data rich to
information rich.

Contact
us
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About us

Imagine how your
business could change
if you could travel
through time.
Infinitive Group has
the desire to develop
infinite ideas, and
constantly strives to
bring the future of
transport engineering
and technology into
the present.

Infinitive Group focuses on big data,
looking at all transport fields to analyse
and systematically extract information
from large and complex data sets.
Our utilisation of real-time tracking
data from transport vehicles is provided
through the use of IoT devices. These
devices allow us a unique insight into
the health and status of the transport
network. Transportation is at the centre
of enabling people to move around
and connect with Smart Cities and the
surrounding economy.
Infinitive Group consists of three core
pillars, Engineering and Technology,
Management and Advisory, and
Research and Development. This unique
structure enables Infinitive Group to
continue to evolve and allows us to be
investors in our own innovation.
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Our sectors

Railway

Connecting engineering
and technology sectors
through Industry
Knowledge transfer.
Our industry insight
not only provides a
continuous evolution
of best practices,
it enables industry
knowledge transfer and
connects engineering
and technology sectors.
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Major technological, economic
and environmental changes have
generated interest in smart cities where
transportation forms the foundation.
The smart cities of the future will
utilise data and technology to create
efficient systems and enable sustainable
operations. These in turn will not only
enable economic development, and
enhance quality of life, it will form
a vital component of reducing our
climate impact. Infinitive Group are
already operating in this market and
through our innovative technology
products are developing the transport
networks of the future.

Our key services for the railway
industry include:
• Franchise bidding support for rolling
stock strategy
• Maintenance Management
• Predictive and Preventative Condition
and Risk Based Maintenance
• Smart Asset Management
• Rolling Stock technology integration to
the wider railway interfaces
The types of Railway operations that
Infinitive Group work with are:
• High & Very High Speed
• Metro

Consultation
for Professional
Services &
Investment
Organisations
Our consultation services include,
but are not limited to:
• Market development and forecast
for railway industry (Rolling stock:
Light-rail, metro, commuter & regional,
high-speed, System integration,
Signalling; Services)
• Trends within industry
• Market dynamics

• Light rail
• Regional, Commuter and Intercity
• Track & Signalling
• Station infrastructure

Public Service
Vehicles

Research &
Development
Our key research and development
services cover:
• Electrical
• Mechanical

Our key services for PSVs cover the
following modes of transportation:

• Mechatronics

• Bus

• Big Data and Data science

• Software

• Coach

• Artificial intelligence

• Tram

• Machine Learning

• Maintenance

• Edge Computing
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Our Products & Services

Infinitive Group focuses
on delivering sustainable
change which caters for
organisations to move
from outdated business
practices to enriched
business practices.
This is a key
component in
continuing to provide
sustainable and
efficient solutions to
our clients.

In order to deliver on
this, Infinitive Group
focus on three core
factors: Technology,
People, and Process;
all of which need to be
considered to maximise
benefit realisation.

Technology

Process

Our catalyst for the digital railway revolution

Strategic
Problems
Technical
Programme
Management

System
Integration

Services

Complex
Problem
Solving
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IGL*

*Infinitive Group Limited

Infinitive Group offer unique predictive
maintenance tools which have allowed
operators to predict and prevent
inservice failures, whilst creating a
condition and risk based maintenance
philosophy to keep assets available for
increased utilisation.
Our focus is built around delivering
sustainable change. When achieved,
sustainable change helps an
organisation move from making
conscious efforts to change to
establishing a new accepted way of
doing business.

People

AI & Machine
Learning

Rolling Stock
and Systems
Engineering

Hardware
& Software
Development

Innovative
Products &
Services

Solutions
IoT

Data
Research
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Infinitive Group’s
bringing the
future of global
products to you

System Overview
Introducing the
Ramus Platform

Innovative, industry
leading train-borne
compute platform

Multi-device
integration through
secure data harvesting
endpoints

Ramus
Ramus is an industry
leading train-borne
multifunctional remote
condition monitoring
and edge compute
system.

The Ramus platform offering allows
rollingstock owners and operators to
obtain an accurate and timely view of
asset health, whilst also offering never
before seen levels of on-train edge
computing capacity and subsystem
insight.
Infinitive Group have developed
this hardware so that it is capable to
deal with the challenges and issues
surrounding the rail market not just as it
stands now but also the limitation to its
evolution over the next 15 years.
Due to the unique way Infinitive Group
are placed in the rail environment,
we are able to continue developing
solutions to challenges that are seen
on a daily basis and are preventing
operators and maintainers from being
able to realise the true possibilities of
their rail assets.
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Ramus Remote
Terminal focuses
on data harvesting
• Ramus Remote is a pass-through device
specifically designed to monitor multiple
feeds from analogue, digital and serial
interfaces
• The system implements a dedicated
”Serial Firewall” between it and the target
devices to ensure safe operation
• Digital oscilloscope inputs to monitor
voltage levels of relays, including time
series analysis

Multi-modal data
transmission through
bespoke data
prioritisation algorithms

Secure, Reliable,
Remote management,
Diagnostic and
upgrade capabilities

• Integrated Temperature, Humidity
and Accelerometer measurements
• Continuous self diagnostic analysis
of system
• High security software including
automated checksums to detect
corruption/hacking in real-time

Integrated support
system across both
the hardware and
software stack

Modular upgradability
which allows for future
expansion

Security of the Ramus System, secure by design

Multi-layer
security system

Architecture
designed to
resist attack

Industry leading
Penetration
Testing and
design partner

Fully Integrated
PKI Infrastructure
for remote
patching

Integrated Network
Segregation for
layered security

Integrated firewall
systems at both
network and
hardware levels
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Artemis
In a data driven, remote condition based
environment of the future, data, information and
knowledge will be presented at the optimum time
and in a format aligned with the processes and
procedures of the end user.
Infinitive Group recognise the adaptive
needs and requirements of individual
rolling stock operators. Infinitive Group
have developed the Artemis system for
the real-world challenges that the railway
currently faces.
Infinitive Group utilise a flexible toolset
configured around business dependent
needs, focusing on the long-term goal
of operators. The Artemis platform
brings together multiple data sets and
sources, turning distributed raw data
into usable information. This platform
and process allows for the integration of
AI and predictive algorithms allowing a
maintainer to determine actual state of
remote subsystems. By implementing
Artemis, maintainers can predict failures
and system vulnerabilities, which in
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Ramus and Artemis have the capability
to integrate globally.
Infinitive Group UK have expanded into the Australian Market
and are seeking further International opportunities.

time will leverage value and ensure that
each operator is consistent in meeting
passenger safety regulations.
Artemis is a combination of cutting-edge
analytics platform and industry leading
domain knowledge. The system utilises
feeds from remote diagnostic data,
collected in the present, allowing real
time decisions to be made from in-service
rolling stock. Trains have a wealth of data
available in their current form, but this
often sits on a standalone platform and
is not leveraged to provide information
capable of influencing maintenance
decisions. Infinitive Group have a wealth
of experience operating at all levels on
a depot environment, leveraging and
enabling previously hidden data to
provide insight and information.

Infinitive Group’s ability to
deliver complex technical and
commercial projects enabled
a successful transition, whilst
also managing operational
challenges and commencing
ambitious fleet improvement
workstream.
Kevin Thomas, CEO
Transport for Wales Rail Services
(Keolis Amey Operations Limited)
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The Future

Case Studies

Infinitive Group was
founded in order to
continue to drive the
passion for innovative,
creative and leading
engineering.

Strategic visions
and first-hand
expertise to
the railway
and transport
industry.

With a strong track
record and in-depth
technical knowledge
of the transport
industry, we are now
seen as a respected,
independent, specialist
consultancy within the
sector.

Using our unique knowledge of
the industry and the technologies
available, Infinitive Group tailor
our work to deliver on all client
requirements.

We believe in making a positive
difference through reinvesting
experience in our research and
development projects in order to
achieve and deliver sustainable
engineering excellence.
Imagine how your business would
change if you could travel in time.
Seeing what the future holds could
change the way you plan, deliver,
and operate your business.

Overleaf are a few examples
of our Client case studies that
demonstrate this.
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Transport
for Wales
In 2018, Keolis Amey operations won
the contract to operate rail services and
infrastructure in Wales. Infinitive group
led the Rolling Stock work stream during
the mobilisation and transition and
supported Wales in delivering their digital
transformation across 8 existing and 8 new
types of rolling stock.
Infinitive Group were a key part of our
team during mobilisation and transition
of the new Transport for Wales Rail Services
operating contract.
Kevin Thomas, CEO
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Infinitive Group
are subject
matter experts
in Rolling stock
and Asset
Management.
Infinitive Group deliver on
this expectation by specifying
and procuring data collection
systems for train condition
monitoring.
Our products and services
offering develops and improves
data integration across
operations, vehicle data,
positioning data & performance
systems, assessing novel data
applications such as adhesion
management warning systems
and providing new data
analytics approaches for train
reliability improvement.

Predictive Asset Maintenance
In 2019 an urgent requirement from a UK train operating company arose to provide
Rolling stock engine failure predictions. Infinitive Group supported both the ROSCO
and the TOC in the collection and utilisation of the data from the engines of a fleet of
diesel trains during daily operations. Our offering allows us to read and understand the
available data from the in-service train, determining the key failure modes and metrics.
This system has now been integrated into the standardised maintenance operations of
the operator with ongoing support provided by Infinitive Group.
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London
Underground
In 2017 London Underground required
modernisation of their train maintenance
programmes through data driven insights.
Infinitive Group developed and deployed
bespoke software to transform train data into
useful analytics on the Central Line, Victoria
Line and Sub-surface Lines.

Keolis Amey
Infinitive Group were commissioned to be the
SME’s for Rolling Stock and Asset Management
The Infinitive Group Management Advisory
vertical supported the Keolis Amey Manchester
MetroLink franchise mobilise and transition
from RATP Group.
After a successful day 1 takeover, and the
continued close working with the TUPE’d
workforce, the team were able to ensure the
correct compliance obligations were followed,
agreed, and committed to with the franchise
obligations. Infinitive Group also assisted in the
delivery of:

Other clients include:

• Reliability Improvements
• Asset Management Maturity
This work was collaboratively supported by
Nottingham Trams as part of the Keolis Group
during transition.
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Ben Craze

The team

At Infinitive Group
we are driven to help
businesses transform their
assets and deliver Global
world class transport
systems.
Ben Craze
CEO & Co-Founder
Infinitive Group

CEO & Co-Founder, Infinitive Group
Managing Director, Infinitive
Engineering & Technology
E: ben.craze@infinitivegroup.co.uk
T: 07940 424191

Chris Blackburn
Chief Technology Officer
& Co-Founder, Infinitive Group
E: chris.blackburn@infinitivegroup.co.uk
T: 07725 908985

Adam Bradley
Principle Software Developer
& Co-Founder, Infinitive Group
E: adam.bradley@infinitivegroup.co.uk
T: 07572 448748

Maria Craze
Director, Infinitive
Engineering & Technology
E: maria.craze@infinitivegroup.co.uk

Andy Stephens
Head of Business
Development
E: andy.stephens@infinitivegroup.co.uk
T: 07450 181833

Richard Johnson
Managing Director,
Infinitive Group, Australia
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E: richard.johnson@infinitivegroup.co.uk
E: richard.johnson@infinitivegroup.com.au
T: +61 412 319 014
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Any questions...?
Please feel free to get in touch with
any questions you may have.

web: infinitivegroup.co.uk
email: info@infinitivegroup.co.uk

